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NEW QUESTION: 1

A customer wants to create promotional coupons for a marketing
campaign. The coupons should be valid for only one use. How can
you implement this in SAP Hybris Commerce?
A. Generate a single-code coupon in the BackOffice Customer
Support Cockpit.as
B. Generate a multi-code coupon in the BackOffice
Administration Cockpit.
C. Generate a single-code coupon in the BackOffice
Administration Cockpit.
D. Generate a multi-code coupon in the BackOffice Customer
Support Cockpit.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Ein Client fordert eine neue dynamische Adresse an und erhÃ¤lt
eine Antwort von zwei DHCP-Servern. Welche der folgenden
Adressinformationen wÃ¼rde der Kunde verwenden?
A. Die zuletzt empfangenen IP-Adressinformationen
B. Die zuerst empfangenen IP-Adressinformationen
C. Die IP-Adressierungsinformationen von der hÃ¶chsten
Server-IP-Adresse
D. Die IP-Adressinformationen der hÃ¶chsten Server-MAC-Adresse
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to the exhibit. What does the output in the Scope column
indicate?
e changed to SAN Target secondary under SAN secondary
A. the VRF tenant to which the rule applies
B. the VRF segment to which the rule applies
C. the EPG to which the rule apples
D. the fabric zone to which the rule applies
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
A L1 support professional receives a new Problem Management
Report (PMR) and the
Next Queue field has not been set. What should be inserted into
the Next Queue field?
A. nothing, the Next Queue field is only used for escalation
B. nothing, the Next Queue will be filled in by the BackEnd
C. the Back End monitored queue
D. the Front End monitored queue
Answer: D
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